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Few mechanical systems are puzzling, such as water softening. After all, isn't all the water soft? That's a fair point. But water softeners were created to combat a surprisingly common problem: hard water. According to the U.S. Geological Survey, about 85 percent of U.S. households have hard water, including homes
with urban water and well water. But what exactly is hard water, and if your home has this question, what can we do about it? What is hard water? Greentellect_StudioGetty Images Simply put, hard water is household water, which has high concentrations of dissolved minerals, especially calcium and magnesium. These
minerals are not toxic and do not make water unhealthy, or smell or smell humor, but can be equally harmful. The effects of elevated minerals range from annoying to extremely destructive. Hard water also causes cloudy water stains on sinks, dishes, cutlery, bathtubs and shower cabins. White crusty deposits form on
teapots and coffee cans. The hard water also drastically reduces the lathe and flushing ability of detergent, body soap, and shampoo. As a result, washed white dresses look gray, and colorful dresses are dull and faded. Bathing and showering in hard water makes your skin feel dry and itchy. And since shampoo doesn't
heat up very well in hard water, shampooing leaves your hair feeling and looking limp and dry. The effects of hard water are annoying and irritating, but not very destructive. That is, until you consider the harmful impact of hard water on your plumbing systems, fixtures, and equipment: The water runs through the power
pipes and then out of faucets—think shower head, ice maker, washing machine, water heater, boiler, and dishwasher—it's leaving behind hard, crusty mineral deposits. At first, these small inserts are harmless, but over time they accumulate and eventually clog the pipes, grab the valves and connect the porlators and
shower heads. And in some extreme cases, hard water deposits can dramatically restrict the flow of water to a home, putting undue pressure on the entire plumbing system. How do I know if there's hard water? The best way to determine if your home is hard water is to take a water sample from a certified water testing
laboratory. For about $90 or so you get a full report and not just minerals. The detailed analysis also lists the presence of a number of other substances, including nitrate, chlorine, sodium and dangerous bacteria. The more affordable, though much less comprehensive,-option is to buy a home water test kit ($12 to $25)
for an interior design store. Or, you can conduct your own rudimentary hard water test: Take a clean 16-ounce water bottle, add half a cup of tap water and 10 drops of liquid dishwashing liquid. Tighten the cap and shake the bottle vigorously for 30 seconds. If a thick head of useless shapes on top of the water, then the
water it's not hard. However, if the water is very low, the water likely to contain high levels of minerals. At this point, I recommend you complete the analysis with a local water testing lab. So, as you can see, hard water is a common and potentially serious problem. Fortunately, there is an effective and relatively affordable
solution: install the water softener. Water softener: How Sephirot17Getty Works Pictures Whole house water softeners come in different sizes and styles to accommodate the size of your home and family. The softener is installed in the basement, garage, utility cabinet, or where water enters the house. A typical softener
consists of a tall, narrow water-softening tank, and a short, wide salt tank. The softening tank is connected to the home water supply line. A small diameter filling tube connects the salt tank to the softening tank. And the discharge hose runs from the softening tank to a nearby drain pipe or drywell. The softening container
is filled with specially formed resin beads, which are permanently sealed inside the container. The salt water tank has a removable lid so you can fill it with salt pellets or potassium chloride pellets. Here's a quick explanation of how the system works: The water enters the top of the water-softening tank and seeps down
the resin beads. The resin has a negative charge that attracts positively charged minerals in water (a process known as ion exchange). The mineral deposits cling to the resin and the now softened water exits the softening tank and flows throughout the house. knowlesgalleryGetty Images Sooner or later, however, beads
reach maximum capacity and cannot attract more mineral ion. At this point, the softening tank must be regenerated or rinsed clean. Here comes the salt water tank in the sun. The on-board computer calculates the amount of water flowing through the softener. When you reach the pre-programmed setting, regeneration
begins automatically. In a three-bedroom house and family of four, regeneration usually occurs every 12,000 gallons. During regeneration, salt water flows from the salt water tank into the filling tube and softener tank. The rinsing cycle begins and the salt water rinses mineral deposits from the resin bead. Regenerated
water – and all destructive mineral deposits – rinses the drain hose. The system is then automatically restored to soften the incoming water. The regeneration process slowly dissolves salt or potassium chloride pellets in the salt-containing container. So, at some point, you'll need to add more pellets to the tank. (Again,
the resin beads are permanently sealed in the softening container and never need to be replaced.) How often you need to add pellets depends on how much water you use. When both of our children lived at home, our family of four were obliged to add a 50-pound bag of salt pellets every month. Now that our kids are
alone and it's just my wife and I at home, we put a bag of salt in the salt water tank every seven or eight weeks. final final plastic softeners should be installed professionally, licensed plumber or well water contractor. If you can't find one in your area, ask your local home improvement center. Most water softening
installation services, which include free home consultation. Water softening costs largely depend on the size and make of softener, but expect to pay between $2,000 and $2,500 for a typical system, including installation. Before considering water softening in your home, remember that softened water contains traces of
salt. An 8-ounce glass of softened water has about the same amount of salt as a slice of bread. Well, it's not too much salt, but for those who have a very strict sodium-free diet it may still be too much. If you want to eliminate salt completely from drinking water, simply fill the salt tank with potassium chloride pellets, not
salt pellets. The only downside is that potassium chloride is relatively expensive, costing $25 to $30 per 50-pound bag. Salt costs only $6 to $8 per bag. Another option is salt-free drinking water to use salt pellets in the salt container, but then install a reverse osmosis water filter on the kitchen sink. The filter removes salt
from the water, which you can use for drinking and cooking. The recent and widespread popularity of water softeners has caused a new problem in some parts of the country: Salt water emitted from the water softener during the regeneration process increases sodium levels in municipal water treatment plants, reservoirs
and groundwater tables. In some regions, the new legislation restricts or prohibits the use of water softeners, so be sure to contact your local construction department before continuing. Modern water softeners are very reliable and virtually maintenance-free. Other than occasionally adding pellets to the salt tank, there
isn't much the homeowner does. However, it is recommended that the system be tuned and once a year checked by the contractor who installed it. One-year system filtering usually runs at about $125 or so. This content was created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users enter their email
addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content piano.io our Editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can read more about the review process here. We may receive a commission on purchases made from selected links. Let's start with the basics – what is
hard water? That term is used for water that's full of minerals, which doesn't necessarily sound like a bad thing, does it? Here's the question: These minerals build up and harden inside your hair, eventually making you dry and brittle, not to mention causing color changes as well. (FYI, chlorine, calcium, magnesium, iron,



and copper are some of the most common minerals found in hard water.) Along with changes in the texture and tone of the hair, other signs of hard water are a less succulent hare with shampoo and soap, flat and easily tangled hair, as well as a cinematic layer on the hair and skin. Whether or not there is hard water will
eventually come down to where you live, but the good news is that there are a few things you can do to remedy the situation without packing and moving. There are filters that can be installed on the shower head to help remove some minerals, although the easiest solution is to switch up the shampoo. Chelation and
clarification of shampoos is ideal, although it is worth noting that the two are not exactly the same. Chelation formulas are stronger and work by actually attaching a variety of minerals and metals found in hard water and whisking them away; clarification of shampoos breaks down the residue, either from hard water or
from excess product on the outer surface of the hair. Either way, they're going to help. Here, the best shampoos to try when hard water. At the same time removing aquatic minerals that damage and discolor your hair and deposit strengthening proteins and basic moisture, this takes a two-way approach to getting your
hair tip-top shaped. The gentle, sulfate-free formula also contains antioxidants to protect hair from environmental damage, think about UV rays and contaminants. And while you can buy a sudser solo, there is also a range that comes with an accompanying conditioner and more intensive treatments as well. Dealing with
dry hair and hard water can pose a tricky puzzle, as the last thing you want to do is leave your hair even drier by using shampoo that is too hard. Enter this formula, which relies on extra moisturizing coconut oil for a hefty dose of moisture, as well as rice protein to keep fibers strong while getting rid of all the gunk and dirt
that causes tress stress. The tropical, coconut scent is just an added bonus. When it comes to natural ingredients that can make a big impact on your hair, ACV (apple cider vinegar) reigns supreme. This is a top pick for removing all sorts of build-up threads. Sure, you can go the DIY route and create your own vinegar
rinse, but this wallet-friendly option is a much easier alternative. Use regular shampoo instead a few times a week; Organic apple cider vinegar gets rid of build-up of hair and scalp, without either feeling dry or naked. In general, any chelation or clarifying shampoo has the potential to strip color, but this pick is not only
color-safe, but it also removes build-up of the product, pollution, and hard water to keep the hue extra vibrant and shiny. Also cool: It comes with a hard water test strip, so you can actually see if it's really hard water. (Oh, and if so, it's best to leave this for a minute or two before rinsing.) Along with causing hair problems,
hard water can lead to a stressful scalp. Counteracts it with this clarifying shampoo that deep cleanses while relieving dandruff and itching by balancing your pH and rosemary oil, ginger and mentol to soothe irritation. Hard or not, even plain old water wears on your hair. Wet hair is 56% weaker and more prone to
damage, which is why this brand focuses on preventing all kinds of water damage. Not only does it use plant-based cleaning agents to carefully but effectively remove dirt and deposition, but also rebalance the pH and moisture content of the hair and strengthen the hair at the root, thanks to the amino acid mixture. Some
clarifying shampoos may have a bit of a clinical or medicinal feel to them, but that's certainly not the case here. With a whipped, mousse-like texture and sophisticated fragrance, this feels more like a trendy spa shampoo than a heavy hitting detox. Still, it's not just that using volcanic ash to blast away excess dirt, oil, and
build-up. As any curly girl will tell you, curly hair calls for a completely different product protocol than straight hair, and that's the case when you remove build-up as well. This formula uses matcha green tea, aloe vera, and panthenol to get rid of residue without stripping curls of essential nutrients and moisture, leaving the
spirals soft, smooth, and silky. While it technically may not be a shampoo, you are certainly looking for a place on this list thanks to its effectiveness and how easy it is to use. Just spray your whole hair and leave for a minute or two before washing as usual; Four different filters go to the city removing even the slightest
trace of harmful minerals. Still, it's so gentle that you can still use it daily if necessary, and while it works for all hair types and colors, it's especially a choice of lighter blonde or gray shades that are more prone to mineral discoloration. If you're like us, the shampoo can be absolutely amazing, but if it doesn't smell good,
you won't use it. It smells clean, crisp and fresh – basically exactly the way we want our hair to smell. But it will be a cleansing job too, using rosemary leaf extract, tea tree oil, and witch hazelnuts to break down gunk left over from hard water, style products, or both. Micellar waters are all in the range of skin care;
micelles small molecules that act like magnets, attached and whisk away dirt, oil, and other dirt. Here, they're just to gently wash away impurities and keep your scalp healthy and hydrated (because FYI, healthy hair starts with a healthy scalp). The pointed tip makes it easy to put shampoo directly on the scalp, and we
also like how nicely it is turning. lats.
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